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What does Media Sandbox at Michigan State University want to be known for? In order to
answer this question, we implemented a strategic campaign to increase rankings nationally by
targeting high school students and professional rankers.
As the MSU chant states us to be “a school that’s known to all,” the Media Sandbox
program in the Communication Arts & Sciences college is not publicized to the potential it
deserves, although it offers great opportunities for students to showcase their creativity and talent.
For this campaign, we want to specifically target rankings for Advertising, Cinematic Arts, Game
Design, and Journalism. We plan on increasing the rankings for these four programs nationally
because we want high school students to take these programs into consideration as part of their
college decision. In order for these four programs to be considered in the national rankings for
20152016, we also want to show the diversity of the CAS programs to professional rankers.
According to the Media Sandbox website, “Media Sandbox is an integrated program of
Cinematic Arts, Advertising, Journalism, and Game Development, with additional skills in graphic
design, app development, visual storytelling, 3D art and animation.” What sets this program apart is
the integration of different fields in order to express the creativity of our students. With that in mind,
our research shows that the four programs in the Media Sandbox are ranked based on its merits and
are ranked using different methodologies. Based on the four programs, we found similar
methodologies used to measure the top rankings of all the universities in the country. We wanted

our research to influence the rankings of this integrated program because it is only unique to
Michigan State and sets us apart from other universities.
For our research process, we took the time to look into the four programs in greater depth.
We were curious about where MSU stood for each program individually in comparison to the other
top leading universities. So, we made sure to look at credible sources and found the methodologies
that were used in order to make the rankings. In Advertising, MSU was ranked fourth in 2009
(educhoices), and ranked fourth by sources like Hack College, a student run blog group, and Niche
for the year 2015. Niche is an online site that provides reviews and ratings for more than 12 years.
The ranking was based by 
incorporating 11,857,508 opinions from 294,497 students and more than
50 statistical factors (niche). Niche would measure the data and make sure that one factor does not
dominate a ranking, so no one factor accounts for more than 7 percent of the overall ranking in
order for there to be a balance. 
When finding data on the Journalism program at MSU, we found
that according to 
college media matters,
MSU is ranked top 50 in the country. Also, NewsPro
magazine, a national magazine for news professional, ranked MSU as one of the top 20 journalism
schools for the year 2014. From other sources like journalismschools.com, MSU was ranked best
Journalism school in Michigan, ranked #5 Journalism School in 
The Midwest
, and ranked #13
Journalism School in 
USA
. Game design was ranked seventh out of the top 25 game design schools
in 2015 by the Princeton Review, increasing from ranking 12th last year. The Princeton Review
placed this ranking based on a survey conducted in 2014 with 150 institutions that offered a video
came design program/degree offering video came design. This administration states that the survey

had more than 50 questions that covered the quality of curriculum, faculty, facilities and
infrastructure (Princeton Review)
.
Michigan State offers a TV, Cinema, and Radio concentration
under the Media and Information major. The rankings for the Cinematic Arts program at MSU
could not be identified, however University of Southern California ranked the best film university
by both 
Hollywood Reporter 
and 
USA Today
. University of Southern California is currently ranked
the number one cinematic arts university and what sets them apart is that they offer keynote
speaker lectures, communication between SCA and the families of the students, monthly
eNewsletter, and a studenttostudent mentoring programs which helps students transition into
college.
Our research shows that some important criteria rankers were looking at were admittance
criteria, distinguished faculty, ranked campus media outlets, available technology and internship
opportunities. With this information, we wanted to put MSU rankings into a form of visual art, such
as infographics, to help support and enhance our campaign. With the data that was collected from
our research, we wanted the Media Sandbox program to have the same criteria professional rankers
were looking for.
The perceptions of high school students or professional rankers are based on the
philosophical study of phenomenology, which is the “study of structures of consciousness as
experienced from the firstperson point of view” (..........). As students are researching their
prospective universities, they use this concept to perceive their ideal colleges based on their own
perceptions of each college and the information readily available to them.

Our vision is to change the perception of high school students and educate them on what
Media Sandbox is all about at Michigan State University. Media Sandbox will tilt perspectives of
high school students and a brand rankers would recognize. In other words, we want to be known as
the “awesome school with the Media Sandbox program.” We believe our campaign offers a new
perspective that makes us innovative, integrative and unique. We are innovative because we are
always tweaking our curriculum and programs to match our students with the ever changing trends
of the professional world. We are integrative because we are the only universities that connects four
individual programs to give our students a diverse skillset. Finally, we are unique because we
developed a program that solely stands out from other traditional programs other schools offer.
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